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BANANAS GONE WILD! BANANA JOKES GALORE!Like monsters? Like bananas? Like jokes?
Have we got a book for you!SO MANY MONSTERS - Monsters going bananas! Monsters eating
bananas! Monsters telling jokes! It's monstrous, I tell you, monstrous!SO MANY BANANA
JOKES - Fifteen giant chapters of banana jokes!AND MORE! - Three chapters dedicated to
banana-y goodness! Want to learn how to cut a banana before you peel it? Find out inside!
ASTOUNDING DRAWINGS OF MONSTERS AND BANANAS! - So many monsters! So many
bananas!SO POPULAR! - "It's okay, I guess, if you like bananas," says Janie Monster. Phrank N.
Stein says, "It's the best book about bananas and monsters I have ever read! Actually, it's the
only one, come to think of it..."WHY ARE YOU STILL READING THIS? - Go! Buy book! Now!



Norbert’s Spooky NightJames SutherlandKindle EditionCopyright 2014 James
SutherlandIllustrations Copyright 2014 James SutherlandChapter 1Dusk was drawing in around
Finbar’s field. It was the end of October and by six o’clock, the last slivers of sunlight were
already disappearing below the western horizon. In the hedgerow, a blackbird (whose name was
Geoffrey – ‘Geoff’ to his close friends) gave a final chirrup before turning in for the night; in his
set, Jason the badger stretched his furry limbs with a yawn as he readied himself for a busy
night’s foraging for slugs, worms and other tasty treats. And underneath the big old sycamore
tree, a horse stood, silhouetted in the deepening gloom, its head raised high as it peered
anxiously up into the dark branches above.“Colin?” Norbert called. “Are you there?”A violent
rustling high up in the leafy boughs confirmed that his best friend was indeed in residence that
evening.“Yes, Norbert, I am here,” clucked an irritable voice. If you happen to have dipped into
any of Norbert’s earlier adventures, reader, you will already be aware that the ‘Colin’ in question
was none other than Colin the cuckoo, Norbert’s only friend. “And how might I be of
assistance?”The horse pawed the ground nervously with his enormous hooves. He knew that
Colin didn’t like to be disturbed in the evenings, but this wasn’t just any old evening and there
was something he urgently needed to ask his feathery friend.“Erm…” he gibbered “I was just
wondering what you were doing.”“If you must know, I was just finishing off the last chapter of this
book I’ve been reading.”“Oh?” Norbert smiled. Colin was always reading books.“Yes - it’s a thing
called War and Peace by some fellow named Tolstoy. Have you ever read much in the way of
nineteenth-century Russian literature, Norbert?”“No, Colin.”“Just as I suspected. Well - I have to
say it’s rather good, if a little on the lengthy side. What was it you wanted, anyway?”“I was
wondering if it would be ok if I sleep underneath your tree tonight.”A strangled squawk issued
from high in the treetop and seconds later, the cuckoo’s beaky face appeared from among the
leaves on a low branch, level with the horse’s head. “Certainly not!” he snorted, his eyes wild
with horror. “We have had this discussion before, Norbert, and you may recall that we agreed
that you would never, ever sleep anywhere near my tree again on account of your ridiculously
loud snoring.”“But...”“I am afraid the matter is non-negotiable. I put it down to those gigantic
nostrils of yours.”“But...”“They produce a sound not unlike one of those Apache helicopters lifting
off the deck of an aircraft carrier.”“But...”“Even when you sleep at the furthest end of the field, I
can still hear you.”“But...”“I am sorry, my friend, but I must be firm - the answer is ‘no’. Goodnight,
Norbert. Sleep tight. Don’t let the bedbugs bite.” And with these words, the grumpy old cuckoo
turned to head back up through the leafy branches to his nest. “But Colin,” the poor horse
whinnied in desperation “it’s Halloween!”There was another violent rustling from above and
Colin’s face reappeared.“Halloween, eh?” he snapped.“Yes.”“Norbert,” the cuckoo sighed “you
are a horse, for goodness’ sake. Since when have you ever been worried about Halloween?
Frankly, I’m surprised that you’ve even heard of it.”“But I have heard of it!” Norbert protested.
“The sparrows in the hedge were talking about it this afternoon. They said it was a night when



ghosts and ghouls and other scary things come out...”“Goodness me! You should know better
than to pay any attention to those chattering sparrows. Ghosts? Garbage! Ghouls?
Gobbledygook! Why – I’m amazed that even a creature of your meagre intelligence would
believe in all of that rot.”“But Colin, I’m scared...”“Enough, Norbert. I can assure you that there are
no such things as ghosts, nor are there witches, ghouls, zombies, spectres, vampires or any of
the other supposedly ‘scary things’ that those pesky sparrows may have mentioned.”“But...”“And
even if there were such creatures, you can be certain that they would steer well clear of you on
account of your terrible snoring. Now, if you would care to leave me in peace, I would like to
finish my Tolstoy before it gets too dark. And so once again, Norbert, I must bid you
goodnight.”“But...”“Bonne nuit as they say in France.”“But...”“Buenas noches amigo.”Chapter 2A
short distance away, at the bottom of the little lane that led up to his house, Norbert’s owner,
Farmer Finbar, stood back to admire the sign that he had just nailed to his gatepost. In a
laboured, barely legible scrawl, it read as follows:TRIK OR TREETERS KEEP OUT!Although he
had a vague suspicion that some of the spelling might not be quite correct, Finbar was
nevertheless rather proud of his sign and was satisfied that it conveyed his intended message in
the clearest possible terms. He had always hated Halloween – it was a night when groups of
annoying children would tramp up the lane from the nearby village of Lower Bottomton in their
silly costumes, expecting him to give them sweets or, worse still, money! This year, just in case
any of the little blighters were foolhardy enough to ignore his sign, Finbar had taken the extra
precaution of purchasing a small but powerful water pistol from the toy shop in the village which
he intended to fire through the letterbox should he detect the merest hint of a knock at the
door.Convinced that he had taken care of the troublesome business of Halloween, he waddled
back up the lane towards the farmhouse as fast as his chubby little legs would carry him. Finbar
was no believer in ghosts and ghouls, yet there was something about the creak of the
weathervane in the yard and the rustling of the wind in the trees that unnerved him a little, and it
was with a considerable sense of relief that he locked the front door, kicked off his big, black
wellingtons and sank into his favourite armchair with a hot cup of cocoa.*Down in the field,
meanwhile, Norbert plodded unhappily to and fro, terrified at the prospect of spending
Halloween night all alone. If only Colin had let me sleep under his tree, I‘d have been fine he
pondered miserably. But wait – what was that? Detecting a sound in the distance, he pricked up
his ears. Unless he was very much mistaken it was the sound of a car engine, and it was headed
this way! His heart skipping with excitement, Norbert trotted across to the hedge and peered
over just in time to see a Land Rover pulling into the neighbouring field with a pink horse box in
tow.“Delilah!” he whinnied at the top of his voice, drawing a clearly audible ‘tut’ from the nearby
sycamore tree. Delilah, for those of you unacquainted with the details of Norbert’s love life, was
the pretty pony who lived in the next field. Ever since he had first set eyes on her, Norbert had
been head-over-hooves in love, though there had so far been little evidence to suggest that she
felt the same way about him. More often than not, Delilah was away attending horse shows with
her owner, a little girl named Jenny, but tonight, it seemed she had returned home in the nick of



time.From the other side of the hedge, Norbert watched with interest as a short, plump man
hopped out of the driver’s seat of the Land Rover and tramped round to the rear of the vehicle.
The sight of Delilah emerging from her horse box was one which never failed to set the old
horse’s heart fluttering, as she had a habit of doing so with the grace and elegance of a model
on a Parisian catwalk. This evening, however, it seemed that that she had no intention of turning
in her usual performance.“Come on, Delilah,” Jenny’s dad called. “Out you come.” But from the
horse box, there was no sign of movement.“I said, come on!” he repeated with growing irritation.
“I don’t know what’s wrong with you tonight, but if you won’t come out, then I’ll have to come in
and get you…”There followed and great deal of huffing and puffing as Jenny’s father struggled
with great difficulty to haul Delilah down the ramp.“Careful, Dad!” Jenny called from the Land
Rover. “Mind you don’t pull her reins too hard.”“Grrrr!”Moments later, Dad clambered back into
the car, his hair dishevelled and his face crimson with exertion. “Right,” he grumbled “let’s go
before it starts to rain.”
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Richard and Liz, “~~ Is there really any reason for Norbert and the other critters to be scared?
~~. It's Halloween and Norbert, the horse, is scared. Colin, the cuckoo, is happily ensconced in
this tree reading Tolstoy's War and Peace. Norbert wants to know if he can sleep under Colin's
tree. NO WAY! Colin informs him that he snores way too loud. (If only Colin had insight into what
was going to happen later that night!)In the meantime, Farmer Finbar doesn't want any "Trik or
Treeters" so has put a sign on his gate and armed himself with a water pistol. When the doorbell
rings, Finbar squirts icy water through the letterbox (British author). Imagine his surprise when it
is not "pesky children" whom he has soaked but the woman he would one day like to walk down
the aisle, Mrs. Muckleton! She has come to invite him to the Halloween party down in the village.
Finbar had heard that she was going with Ol' Joe Baxter but apparently he has insulted her by
saying that her witch's costume makes her rear end big. When Mrs. Muckleton asks Finbar what
he thinks, he can honestly say that the costume does not make her rear end look big. (It makes it
look ginormous!) Off they go to the party and subsequent events.Back in the field, Dellilah,
Norbert's "girl" has arrived back. She is as scared as he is but of course Norbert pretends. at
first, that this is not the case for him. Colin is trying to reassure the pair of them that there are no
such things as vampires, witches and ghosts but then gets a surprise when the field is full of
scared critters. Where to take them? Finbar's barn? Whilst that seems safe to begin with, what
happens to change the animal's reasoning? How in the world does Colin end up in Finbar's bed?
Mrs. Muckleton thinks she is just beginning to fall for Finbar. What happens to send her
screaming from the house?This is another hilarious book in the Norbert series. I am not a
Halloween fan but had to read this continuing, hilarious saga. Fans of Norbert, like the kids and I,
will not be disappointed! A few editing errors, missing words but nothing major, certainly not
enough to distract. James, please hurry up and write another one! I purchased this book for the
Kindle. I was not required to write a review but chose to do so. Thanks, LizBack in the field”

Brianna, “Good. Good read”

2K Stud Farm / Diane C. Kunde, “Five Stars. Great book”

Keith, “Fantastically funny story for both young and old!!!. My daughter and I love the Norbert
books and have really enjoyed making different voices for all the characters throughout the
stories.Norberts spookynight is full of fun and laughs as the animals a.d humans around the
farm and village get themselves into all sorts of perilously silly precdicaments!!!!”

The book by Bee Bailey has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 5 people have provided feedback.
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